By Judas Iscariot
While delegates slept on in blissful ignorance yesterday, the early stirrings of the nascent
PCS SPRING uprising were beginning to percolate through the watering holes of Brighton.
Wicked Witch of the North DIANE BREEN is trying to create a split in the BIG TENT. She's
been telling most of Brighton and anyone else who’ll listen that there is about to be a grand
political realignment in PCS with 4TM joining IAN ALBERT’S PCS Democrats to form a new
opposition group to LUNITY within the BIG TENT. In fact the momentous event took place
last night at the KINGS Hotel when most of 4TM gathered to agree to make JAKE WILDE
leader of their group with full powers to negotiate a deal with ALBERT.
There have already been two extended meetings
between IAN ALBERT and 4TM’s chief gurus, JAKE
WILDE and WILLIE SAMUEL; one such, involving IAN
and WILLIE took place in the Centre itself within sight
of the more than usually curious JOHN McINALLY.
Albert

Samuel

Their immediate common ground is opposition to the crackpot political
candidate ballot currently being touted by the grandees in the SOCIALIST PARTY. But
there’s more to come. The deal starts with JAKE taking the PCS Democrat whip on the
NEC. Both sides will then agree to present common slates in HMRC and some of the minor
groups. While all this is going on there will be two 4TM consultative conferences to rubber
stamp the talks and the purge of those that are no longer of any further use to WILLIE and
JAKE, such as HOWARD FULLER and HUBERT GEISCHEN.
BIG MAC is looking worried though his immediate concern is to hose down any remaining
threat coming from the AITCHISON camp. Yesterday JANE took time out from her pressing
duties to grace the PFL table where she politely suggested that the report of her successful
throttling of the “son of the preacher man” motion (PFL #1104 Tuesday) was partially
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inaccurate and the SOC were to blame, not her. “That stuff about the motion was bollocks”
she said. Later in her farewell speech at close of the DWP conference JANE made it clear
that she’ll be back. “I’ll be back” she said.

Myrtyn Jynkyns

Veteran LUNITY cadre MARTYN JENKINS, an established amateur
photographer and collector of gentlemen’s erotica, was thrown out of
the DWP President’s annual bash by none other than JANE’S
husband, ROB WILLIAMS, on the grounds that he voted against
AITCHISON in the LU internal elections. Her followers seem
determined to do their best to undermine the HEATHCOTE regime at
every opportunity. How long they will be allowed to remain within
LUNITY is another matter…

A side effect of the PCS SPRING is that SIMON COLLISON’S new faction K.I.S
(PFL#1103-Monday) now has a fundamental problem: SIMPLE SIMON launched the
faction to form a bridge between PCSD & 4TM. But now they’re doing that for themselves.
Never mind, he can throw his weight behind the chumming-up, can’t he? Hardly. Why did
have to form his own faction in the first place? COLLISON previously resigned from 4TM
and was thrown out of PCSD.
As we know (PFL Passim) HUGH “Swiss Tony” LANNING is already working towards a
merger with Unite. If HUGO succeeds he will inherit an even bigger travel budget and have
many more countries from which to collect fridge magnets.
HUGO will be more in tune with the Labour affiliations of UNITE boss LEN McCLUSKEY
than our own great and glorious leader. However McCLUSKEY has said that if the merger
goes ahead SERWOTKA will get his job when he retires in three years time. MAREK will
then become the leader of the one the biggest unions in the European Union and the
biggest single LABOUR PARTY affiliate in the country. He will, of course, be expected to
join the LABOUR PARTY. Watch this space as we follow the greatest conversion since
St.PAUL.
Naked Cyclist NEIL LICENSE is also hoping for a merger with Unite. He's
already a member of both unions and merger will reduce his union subs. That
doesn't mean he will buy a round anytime soon, though. By the way, it is a
telescope that has been provided on the balcony of his sea-view penthouse, not
a pair of binoculars. He has not used it yet as he has been spending all his time
in the jacuzzi.
AUSTIN HARNEY, the “Independent Left” leader of the LUNITY bloc in MoJ,
knows who's really in charge. AUSTIN, who claims IRISH ancestry, had to seek political
clearance for Irish Night from BIG MAC before it was allowed to go ahead.
The Young Members Social last night looked lively – but distinctly middle aged. No
shortage of Irish & Scottish accents there including PCS Scotland staff. Odd that they didn‘t
take the opportunity to pop along to the Irish social, especially as the Scottish night has
finally been put out of its misery.
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Mr GODRICH, DANNY WILLIAMSON is down in Brighton for his DLM. It’s his first
conference since becoming a full timer. Madam President is kindly letting him stay in the
presidential suite.
GLENYS MORRIS delivered a long and boring valedictory speech to the MoJ Group
conference. Demonstrating her lifelong commitment to the battle for equality, QUEEN
GLENYS concluded her speech by "outing" the Group President. As part of the PCS
Austerity program, the Group could only stretch to Cava not Champagne - much to
GLENYS’ refined distaste.
KERRY “feeble” FAIRLESS will soon be scooping the HQ pot to compensate for his
humiliating defeat in the group elections. He’s going to be found a role at FALCONCREST.
Who’s going to be sacked to make room and has Mrs PRIESTLEY been told?

Ms Whiplash has not
appeared in the PFL
this week

Downstairs the knives are out on the old codgers stall to secure the
lucrative sinecure of the post of deputy general secretary that becomes
vacant when JOHN AMOS (former CPSA Customs & Excise fixer) sails
off into the sunset this autumn. The CIVIL SERVICE PENSIONERS
ALLIANCE (CSPA) only has three paid officers, AMOS, MICKEY
DUGGAN and SIR RALPH GROVES. MICKEY is the general secretary of
this august body of mainly CPSA has-beens and he is angling to fill the
post with GROVES, who currently edits the old gits magazine. However
there are rumblings on the Executive Council by malcontents who say the
post should be advertised and put to open competition.

DUGGAN’S cunning plan is to claim, with some justification given the pensioners current
cash flow problems, that the CSPA cannot sustain three paid full-time officers and that
RALPH could save them money by doing both jobs at the same time (which even the
mighty GROVES could not sustain long term). DUGGAN will then raise the subs next year
to provide the cash to fill the editorship with GROVES in place as his right-hand man.
Talking about money DERMOT HUDSON, a left activist in HMRC, had a problem with his
conference expenses last week. An authorised cheque for £318 did not arrive and was duly
stopped and reissued. It then transpired that the original cheque had been stolen,
presumably by some enterprising individual in the postal service, and professionally
doctored for another payee and had an extra zero added to it, taking it to £3,180.
Fortunately, on this occasion, the UNITY Bank spotted it and refused to honour the cheque.
Tree Hugger Ruth Saunders denies calling her Branch Officers deadwood. She actually
said JEDWARD.
Back in Bristol, former PCS NEC member STEVE “Pudding Head” COMER, a BORIS
JOHNSON look-alike and onetime leader of the dominant Liberal Democrat group on the
council is facing almost certain defeat when his council seat comes up for grabs next year.
COMER may even poll as few votes as failed NEC candidate MARK BAKER did for TUSC
(an obscure anti-EU leftist front led by BOB CROWE which rarely polls more than the
MONSTER RAVING LOONIES). COMER led the campaign to prevent Bristol electing a
Mayor which failed largely because he led it.
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Inevitably PUDDING HEAD has emerged as the compromise choice for Mayor in
November. He will be supported in that campaign by BAKER. That will definitely ensure a
win for someone else.
Delegates have been bemused by a man dressed as
SHERLOCK HOLMES wandering around the Centre over the
past two days. Rumour had it that he had either stumbled into
the wrong convention or that he was collecting for the HMRC
WICK WANTS WORK campaign in traditional Highland
dress. When approached by Colonel Islam it became clear
that he was simply helping out on the HMRC charity stalls.
He’s HUGH MAKIN from Liverpool. He’s not Scottish and
he’s got nothing to do with WICK WANTS WORK. That was
being run by the man in the chicken suit.
Good Samaritan gently informs cult
fiction fan he’s wandered into the wrong
venue

PFLCPSA NEWS

Welcome to the Middle of the Show. Or, if your sentence did not include
Group, welcome to Brighton. You haven’t missed much so far. Nothing
too exciting on the agenda and the weather’s brilliant. Enjoy yourself.
As you can see left, the cleanup photo eventually arrived, though, on this
occasion, never might have been better than late. Probationary Martyrdom
has been arranged for the sundry anonymous sources. If you have anything
more nutritious to offer: dropbox@pflcpsa.com is where you can send
your secrets without fear of discovery.
New readers will be wondering what’s going on. We haven’t figured it out yet, so you’ve got no
chance. The gist is this: the good people on the platform will tell you when you can go home. Until
then, just follow the crowd, don’t steal anyone else’s seat and try to stay awake, at least while Doreen
Lawrence is speaking. Most of us seem to get by that way.
For reasons known to no human, this is the 35th year of our sacred mission to inform, entertain and
provoke. It works only because people like you still buy our silly super T Shirts (£12), ludicrous Self
Immolation Starter Packs (£1) and bung donations in the box. It suggests we share a form of Social
Psychosis which is, in most cases, sub clinical. We thank you from the bottom of our bucket.
If you don’t manage to slip us your snippets during daylight hours, final Debriefing takes place in the
OLD SHITE in the final hour of the bar. Get there early if you need a seat. Senior Agents may
continue to use secret channels: Protocol KY should be used from midnight tonight.
What are you waiting for?
He that diggeth a pit shall fall into it; and whoso breaketh a hedge, a serpent shall bite him
Ecclesiastes 10:8 Revised Occidental
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